ART RUBRIC
Name: _________________________________________________________
Class: _________________________________________________________
GRADE:
1
2
3
4
5

Dia de los Muertos

Photo Editing – skeleton on picmonkey.com
Checklist
□ I imported my photo to picmonkey.com by clicking the edit photo button and choosing my selfie from my desktop
□ I cropped my photo to a square, making sure to center my portrait & leave a bit of space around my face
□ I auto adjusted my picture

+5
+5
+5

Using the features under the pumpkin tab (on the left) and clicking on the day of the dead theme:

□
□
□
□
□
□

I changed my skin tone to a lighter, whiter shade

using BONE COLOR

I chose EYE SOCKETS and applied them to my face, making sure to resize and rotate if necessary
I chose NOSE HOLES and applied them to my face, making sure to resize and rotate if necessary
I chose SKULL TEETH and applied them to my face, making sure to resize and rotate if necessary
I added areas of BANNERS or BIRDS & applied them to my background, making sure to resize & rotate if necessary
I checked out the other “stickers” that could be applied under the butterfly icon in the left column

□ I saved my project as 5teachername_firstnamelastname (5wright_heatherschloss) to my desktop

My project is complete:

Yes □

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+5
+10

No □

If no, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________

Please circle one box in each row that best applies to you and
this project.
+20
Ms. Klausa will circle in a different color.

Effort and
Neatness

I always put forth my best
effort. My project is neat
and clean looking.

Participation

I always participate in class
and use class time well.

Behavior
Use and Care of
materials

I always follow classroom
rules and never cause a
classroom disturbance. I
am always helpful.
I used all materials
appropriately with no
reminders, I always clean
up.

I usually work hard and I try
my best most of the time.
My project is sort of neat
I participate some of the
time and I mostly spend my
time in class working on my
project.
I usually follow the rules but
sometimes I need
reminders from friends and
the teacher
I use materials correctly
most of the time but
sometimes I need to be
reminded to clean up.

I sometimes need to be
reminded to try my best
and my projects needs to
be more neat.
I need to be reminded
often to keep on task and
finish work.
I have a difficult time
following rules and I have
had to have my seat moved
or referrals written.
I need to be reminded to
clean up most times and
sometimes I get supplies
taken away from me.

